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 43 
Abstract 44 
 45 

The repeated passage of ships through an ice infested waters creates a field of broken 46 

ice pieces. The typical size of the broken ice pieces is generally less than 2.0 m. This area 47 

may be referred as a brash ice field. The movement of ships and vessels leads to the 48 
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transportation and accumulation of broken ice pieces in brash ice field. A better 49 

understanding of the properties and behaviour of brash ice will improve the estimates of ice 50 

load associated with shipping in the brash-ice field. An in-situ test, referred here as “pull-up” 51 

test, was performed in the Luleå harbour. An attempt was made to estimate the mechanical 52 

and physical properties of brash ice field based on the in-situ test results. The test setup, 53 

procedure and test results are described in detail. Furthermore, the test is simulated using the 54 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) formulation. The purpose of the numerical 55 

simulations is to calibrate the numerical and material model of brash ice using the pull-up test 56 

measurements. In this numerical model, a discrete mass-spring-dashpot model was used to 57 

simulate buoyancy and drag. The continuous surface cap model (CSCM) was used as a 58 

material model for the brash ice. The elastic modulus and the fracture energy of brash ice as a 59 

material model input were estimated by an ad-hoc scaling formula. The parameters such as 60 

void fraction, cohesion and angle of internal friction were altered to see their influence with 61 

respect to the test data. The analysis of the in-situ test results and the simulation results 62 

provide a preliminary approach to understanding of the brash ice failure process which can be 63 

further developed into modelling techniques for marine design and operations.   64 

Keywords: pull up test, brash ice, discrete beam element, friction coefficient. 65 

1. Introduction 66 
 67 

New shipping routes are opening across the arctic and sub-arctic areas as a result of rising 68 

temperatures and a decline in the average area of sea ice. This may increase the interest of 69 

merchant vessels to choose arctic shipping routes, see Melia et al. (2016). However, 70 

knowledge of the load levels due to the ice resistance and ice accumulation is required for 71 

safe and economic marine operations in that area. Even though the permanent sea ice cover 72 

disappears and the severity of sea ice decreases, ice features at lower concentrations will still 73 

occur. Accumulations of broken ice can pose challenges for ice engineering applications, 74 
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such as rubble accumulations around structures and brash ice in ports. Each winter, ice 75 

breakers create channels to move and navigate in ice-infested waters. These channels are 76 

often covered with broken pieces of level ice, referred to as brash ice. The repeated passage 77 

of vessels in subfreezing conditions is responsible for brash ice accumulations in most 78 

channels, see Greisman (1981). Brash ice can also be found between colliding ice floes. 79 

Brash ice properties are different from the solid sea ice particularly because the brash ice is a 80 

slushy mixture of ice pieces of varying sizes. Determination of the mechanical and physical 81 

properties of brash ice is required to obtain a realistic prediction of its resistance and is 82 

therefore essential for cost-effective shipping in ice channels. Along with the additional 83 

difficulties of navigation, pressure ridges and consolidated broken ice mass, brash ice makes 84 

the Gulf of Bothnia and the Gulf of Finland one of the most challenging environments for 85 

winter navigation. The Finnish Swedish Ice Class Rules (FSICR) guide the power and 86 

strength requirements for ice-strengthened vessels operating in that area. The minimum 87 

requirement of main engine power output is dependent on ice-resistance. Some formulae for 88 

prediction of the brash ice resistance are given by Mellor (1980), Kitazawa and Ettema 89 

(1985), Ettema et al. (1986) and Ettema et al. (1998). The discrepancy between theoretically 90 

calculated brash ice resistance and that of prototype model tests, demands in situ testing 91 

which can be costly and time consuming.  92 

The efforts are necessary to simulate a brash ice under realistic boundary conditions. 93 

Therefore, simulation of in situ or lab tests needs a numerical model which has ability to 94 

capture the brash ice behaviour under loading conditions. The brash ice is a complicated 95 

material to simulate, due to the characteristics of freezing of ice blocks together (i.e. freeze 96 

bonds) and the generally high porosity (>20%). Several numerical methods have been 97 

employed for simulation of brash ice interaction with structures, i.e.: Finite Element method 98 

(FEM), Discrete Element Method (DEM) and Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). The 99 
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discrete nature of brash ice makes the DEM more suitable for simulation of ice blocks and 100 

structure interaction where separate non-continuum elements are considered. The application 101 

of DEM to model ice rubble in ice ridges can be seen in Hopkins et al. (1991), Hopkins et al. 102 

(1999), Polojarvi and Tuhkuri (2009), Polojärvi et al. (2012) and Polojärvi and Tuhkuri 103 

(2013). 104 

In this method, each ice block would be modelled as a particle and spherical particles are 105 

typically used for three-dimensional problems. The forces acting on each particle are then 106 

computed from the initial properties and the relevant physical laws and contact models. 107 

Sorsimo et al. (2014) have modelled a brash ice channel with discrete elements and reported a 108 

discrepancy between analytical and simulated brash ice resistance underlining the need for 109 

more experimental investigation on brash ice properties. A recent study by, Luo et al. (2020) 110 

used a numerical method by coupling CFD-DEM to study the resistance on ship by brash ice 111 

in channel. The discrete element model provides insights into complex microstructural 112 

phenomena. In the finite element method (FEM), the domain of interest is modelled with 113 

continuum elements, which gives sufficiently accurate results for small deformations, but in 114 

its conventional form is unable to simulate larger deformations. To solve this issue, Kim et al. 115 

(2019) have used finite element rigid blocks in ice-structure collision using the coupled 116 

Eulerian-Lagrangian (ALE) method. Another novel approach to simulate ship-ice interaction 117 

is given in Li et al. (2020), where they have used Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) 118 

together with linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) to simulate crack growth in ice. There 119 

has recent development in mesh-free formulation techniques such as SPH, which gives an 120 

accurate solution for large displacements that remain in continuum domain of Lagrangian 121 

framework. SPH is a fully Lagrangian method that uses meshless discretization of the 122 

computational domain, see Monaghan (2005). However, Robb et al. (2016) have used a SPH-123 

DEM combined model to simulate river ice jams, showing the potential to combine these two 124 
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methods. Cabrera (2017) have used SPH to model the experimental work of brash ice 125 

resistance on a cylinder in a tank of brash ice and implemented Mohr-Coulomb as the 126 

material model for the brash ice. They also have indicated the need for more experimental 127 

work as well as more accurate material model. Recently, Zhang et al. (2019) has used SPH to 128 

study the ice failure process in ice-ship interaction. The Drucker-Prager yield criterion was 129 

their choice of material model for ice. Since, they have not considered the effect of water in 130 

their model, SPH model overestimates the ice breaking resistance.  131 

The SPH method, originally developed for astrophysics purposes, is basically an 132 

interpolation technique, see Gingold and Monaghan (1977) and Lucy (1977). A 133 

comprehensive review of this method is presented in Liu and Liu (2003) and Monaghan 134 

(1994). In SPH, the computational domain is discretized into a finite number of particles (or 135 

integration points). These particles carry time-history variables such as density, displacement, 136 

velocity, acceleration, strain-rate, stress-rate, act as interpolation points, and move with the 137 

material velocity according to the governing equations. The SPH formulation is preferred 138 

over the conventional finite element method due to the ability to handle large deformation. 139 

Despite gaining popularity, the main drawbacks of SPH are associated with inaccurate results 140 

near boundaries and tension instability, see Swegle et al. (1995). Also, SPH can be 141 

computationally expensive, as shown by Korzani et al. (2017). Therefore, it is very essential 142 

to find efficient problem domain sizes and to use proper boundary conditions. Table 1 143 

summaries the numerical methods which are commonly used to simulate brash ice structure 144 

interactions.  145 

To estimate the brash ice resistance accurately, the mechanical and physical properties of 146 

brash ice must be reliable. Many authors have indicated the gaps of material testing of brash 147 

ice and the need for suitable and robust numerical method to simulate brash ice structure 148 

interaction. The pull up test was also part of the brash ice testing campaign by Bonath et al. 149 
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(2019) and Bonath et al. (2020). The aim of this work is to not only present the results of a 150 

novel test for brash ice but also simulate the test to using SPH formulation. A brash ice field 151 

was discretised with SPH particles and used to simulate the discrete nature of brash ice. A 152 

continuous surface cap model (CSCM) was used to simulate the behaviour of brash ice. To 153 

include the buoyancy and drag due to water, ALE and CFD have been used by various 154 

researchers. Although, both approaches can give accurate solution, they can be CPU intensive 155 

and time consuming. Thus, simple approach to include the buoyancy and drag using a 156 

discrete mass-spring-dashpot element coupled to each particle is presented (details are given 157 

in section 4.1). The accuracy of the numerical model is judged based on the deformation 158 

behaviour observed in the pull-up test and the degree of fit to peak and residual forces 159 

obtained in the pull-up test. The objectives of this study were to develop a new method and 160 

practices for measuring brash ice properties and to calibrate numerical and material model 161 

using test measurement data. The Following sections provide details of the test results, 162 

numerical model, material model and finally test results and simulation results are discussed. 163 

Table 1: Literature review of common numerical methods used to simulate brash ice structure 164 

interaction 165 

Numerical Method(s) Load event / Test type Author(s) 

DEM 
Ice resistance to ship in a channel 

with brash ice. 
Sorsimo et al. (2014) 

SPH-DEM Coupling 
Ice accumulation upstream of 

an obstruction. 
Robb et al. (2016) 

SPH 
Experiment of a cylinder moving 

thorough brash ice in a tank  
Cabrera (2017) 

SPH 
Simulation of the ice failure 

process and ice-ship interactions 
Zhang et al. (2019) 

Coupled Eulerian-

Lagrangian Method 
Ship-broken ice fields interaction. Kim et al. (2019) 

CFD-DEM coupling Ship-brash ice interaction process. Luo et al. (2020) 

XFEM Ship ice interaction.   Li et al. (2020) 

 166 

2. Physical and Mechanical properties of brash ice 167 
 168 
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As defined by Weeks (2010), brash ice is an accumulation of floating ice made up of 169 

fragments not more than 2 m across (small ice cakes), the remnants of other forms of ice. But 170 

in a brash ice-covered ship channel the ice piece size rarely exceeds 1 m, due to frequent ice 171 

breaking operations. During wintertime, ice channels are made by ice breakers to allow ships 172 

to navigate and access port areas. If undisturbed the ice blocks tend to refreeze at the surface 173 

due to sub-zero air temperature. Thus, it becomes necessary to rebreak the channel to 174 

maintain accessibility. However, Greisman (1981) points out that frequent passage to rebreak 175 

the channel to keep it unconsolidated can enhance the rate of accretion. Ice pieces are pushed 176 

asides during the ice breaking process, forming a ridge-like structure, see Greisman (1981) 177 

and Sandkvist (1978). This leads to more lateral confinement. This lateral restraining force is 178 

essential to balance the hydrostatic and gravity forces which tend to act to spread the pieces 179 

to a uniform layer thickness. The cross-section of the brash ice channel is typically thickest at 180 

the channel edge and thinnest in the middle. In this respect, the brash ice channel differs 181 

somewhat from a brash ice field. The ice pieces in the brash ice field are uniformly 182 

distributed and can be spread across several square kilometre. Depending on the lateral 183 

confinement or constraint, layers of blocks are stacked on top of each other. Absence of any 184 

lateral confinement will make all blocks floating at same level. A typical brash-ice field 185 

profile is shown in Fig. 1. In the brash ice field, voids between blocks are filled with water or 186 

air, depending on their position relative to the water level. The ice blocks may be rounded or 187 

become spherical, because of repeated passage. If the ice blocks are not refrozen, brash-ice 188 

field does not have freeze bonds, and hence has no tensile strength. However, the resistance 189 

created by the floating broken ice pieces is higher than the open water. Some ships have 190 

difficulty moving through this broken ice mass even though there is no significant cohesion 191 

between those ice pieces. This is a common occurrence in port areas and brash ice channels. 192 

Formation, growth and accumulation of the brash ice depend on several factors including air 193 
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temperature, channel passage frequency, ice block shape and size, initial confinement 194 

conditions of the blocks and the strength and form of the freeze bonds, see Mellor (1980) and 195 

Riska et al. (2019). However, the strength of freeze bonds between ice blocks is influenced 196 

by confinement pressure, contact time and area, and salinity of the water in which bonding, or 197 

fusion, occurs, see Ettema et al. (1998). The brash ice does not behave in a mechanically 198 

similar manner as the level ice. It can impede vessel motion and trap low powered vessels. 199 

The brash ice resistance is different from that of level ice. Based on some similarities 200 

between coarse-grained soil and brash ice, it is possible to characterise the brash ice as a 201 

Mohr-Coulomb solid. The behaviour brash ice can be represented by Mohr-Coulomb yield 202 

criterion, due to large deformations and compaction under normal loading characteristics see  203 

Kitazawa and Ettema (1985) and Matala and Skogström (2019). Greisman (1981) suggest 204 

that below a critical strain rate or ship speed the brash ice behaves as a cohesive friction 205 

material. Above this speed, fluidization of the medium occurs, and the resistance can be 206 

approximated to a viscous, laminar fluid.  207 

 208 

Fig. 1. Typical cross section of brash-ice field 209 
 210 

The compressive strength of ice pieces is an ultimate limiting factor when estimating the 211 

brash ice resistance. The brash ice resistance to shearing increases with the confinement 212 

pressure. The stresses involved in the brash ice resistance problem are relatively low so that a 213 

linear Mohr-Coulomb criterion has been suggested by ISO19906 (2010) and Trafi (2010) to 214 

give upper load levels. Thus, the major requirement for material modelling of brash ice is 215 

associated with finding accurate values of the angle of internal friction ( )  together with 216 
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corresponding values of the unconfined shear strength or cohesion, ( )c . Several tests have 217 

been done in laboratory and in-situ, to understand the behaviour and failure mechanics of 218 

brash ice. In literature, values of angle of internal friction ( ) ranging from 42° to 58° are 219 

reported, see Tatinclaux et al. (1976), Keinonen and Nyman (1978), Prodanovic (1979) and 220 

Fransson and Sandkvist (1985). The higher values of angle of internal friction are from 221 

results with no or negligible tensile strength. The cohesive strength comes from consolidation 222 

of ice blocks. The thermal condition and confinement pressure or normal load are the main 223 

factors controlling the cohesive strength. When the external force is applied to brash ice, 224 

rearrangement of ice pieces leads to denser packing. This property of brash ice is called 225 

compressibility. Further increase in external force may lead to the breaking of ice pieces 226 

depending on degree confinement. The linear Mohr-Coulomb criterion overestimates the load 227 

levels of brash ice as it does not take compressibility into account. One way to characterize 228 

this behaviour in material model is to place a limit (i.e. cap) on the compression side and 229 

allow it to grow or shrink based on loading.  230 

Ice resistance to ships sailing in brash ice channels has been investigated theoretically 231 

and experimentally by Keinonen and Nyman (1978), Mellor (1980), Kitazawa and Ettema 232 

(1985), Ettema et al. (1998), Hu and Zhou (2015), Jeong et al. (2017) and Dobrodeev and 233 

Sazonov (2019). One of the important factors in navigating through brash ice channels is 234 

frictional resistance between ice blocks and ship’s hull. While going through the channel, 235 

each vessel passage moves, rolls and grinds the individual ice blocks against one another and 236 

the ship's hull. According to Ettema et al. (1986), the total resistance to ship hull motion in 237 

brash ice channel is sum of separate resistance components. These components are generally 238 

associated with the shearing or compression of brash ice layer, rearrangement and/or 239 

movement of ice blocks and friction between the ship hull and ice blocks. These resistance 240 

terms are interdependent. For example, compaction of ice blocks by hull increases 241 
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confinement of nearby ice blocks which leads to higher ice to ice frictional resistance. 242 

Tatinclaux et al. (1976) concluded in their experiment of pushing a vertical plate through the 243 

ice, that the crushing resistance was inversely proportional to the pushing speed and the 244 

resistance was also apparently insensitive to the shape of the ice blocks. Dobrodeev and 245 

Sazonov (2019) have shown that the ice to hull friction coefficient has a minimal effect on 246 

the resistance magnitude.  Most of the ice blocks in brash ice channel are either completely or 247 

partially submerged in water. Therefore, this is primarily a “wet” friction process. 248 

Furthermore, the frictional force decreases with increasing void fraction due to the 249 

corresponding decrease in confinement and contact area. Various authors including Fransson 250 

and Sandkvist (1985) and Sukhorukov and Løset (2013) reported friction coefficients as low 251 

as 0.01 for the wet friction process.  252 

3. Test setup and results  253 
 254 

The location of test site was in a vast area of brash ice field at Luleå harbour. The tests 255 

were conducted using novel equipment fabricated in-house. The test equipment consists of a 256 

nylon net supported by an octagonal structure (which has a closing and locking mechanism) 257 

resembling an upside-down umbrella and hereafter is referred to as the collector. The 258 

collector has eight arms which are connected at the central hub and the hub is then joined to a 259 

pole. (See Fig. 2). The pole is connected to an on-board crane of a tugboat. Before starting 260 

the test, the collector was lowered into the brash ice. The weight of the collector enabled 261 

relatively easy penetration of the ice. Moreover, the arms of the collector were folded to an 262 

acute angle during entry then unfolded under the brash ice. and pulled up vertically until 263 

completely lifted above the water. A load cell, placed between the pole and the crane, was 264 

used to record the force-time graph. The ship crane was to lower and pull up the collector 265 

with almost constant velocity.  266 
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 267 

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the pull-up test (b) Parts of the collector. 268 

 269 

The underlaying assumption of the test was that the collector will left (pull up) the ice 270 

blocks out of water and doing so ice resistance to deform will be registered. Due to bad 271 

weather and faulty folding mechanism several unsuccessful attempts were made to get 272 

reasonable data. In this study a single test data was selected to further investigation. The 273 

force-time graph corresponding to selected test is shown in Fig. 3 where initial stage denoted 274 

by 1 reveals the contact between the collector and the ice, before the start of the test. Then, 275 

collector was pulled up with fairly constant velocity which results in a fast increase in the 276 

force, up to the peak denoted by (2). A subsequent peak denoted by (3) in Fig. 3, which 277 

occurs after 58 sec of testing, is attributed to the rearrangement of ice blocks. After the 278 

second peak, the force declined and remained constant. The force decreased slightly due to 279 

the falling of small pieces of ice and draining of water. Subsequently, the force decreases to a 280 

constant level, denoted by (4), indicating all water was drained out. Now, this load level 281 
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represents the dry weight of ice pieces hanging in the collector. It is to be observed that the 282 

low point between (2) and (3) that is greater than (4).  283 

 284 

Fig. 3. Force-time plot for pull up tests.  285 
 286 

The force required to lift the collector out of the water can be decomposed (see Fig. 4) 287 

into the following components: (i) The frictional force ( )fF  arises from the interaction 288 

between loose blocks. (ii) The effective force acting on the brash ice blocks due to gravity 289 

( )gF  and buoyancy ( )bF . Therefore, in this scenario, ice blocks interact with each other and 290 

the load applied to one block is transmitted by contact forces developed between adjacent 291 

blocks.  292 
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 293 

Fig. 4. Decomposition of forces on an ice block 294 
 295 

The frictional contact forces ( )fF can be further divided into normal and tangential 296 

components as shown in Fig. 4. The tangential force component depends on the normal force. 297 

These force components depend on the shape and size of blocks and the existence of freeze 298 

bonds. Thus, the effective force can be registered as the summation of gravity, buoyancy and 299 

friction forces in the absence of freeze-bonding.  300 

Table 2: Environmental parameters 301 
 302 

 303 
 304 
 305 

 306 

 307 

The undisturbed thickness of the brash ice and other environmental parameters were 308 

measured and are listed in Table 2. The measurement accuracy is limited due to the human 309 

factor, because some of the measurements were taken manually. As the collector moves 310 

upward, deformation starts at the bottom, thereby resulting in the upward movement of the 311 

ice blocks and the formation of a failure plane. At the beginning of pulling, a wider area than 312 

collector was moved, resulting in the formation of an upward conical-type plug. The conical-313 

type plug, which is a result of the interlocking of the blocks, becomes more cylindrical with 314 

Parameter 
Symbol 

[unit] 
Value 

Temperature of water Tw [°C] 0  

Temperature of ice Ti [°C] -1  

Temperature of air Ta [°C] -1  

Salinity S [ppt] 0.3 

Undisturbed thickness of the brash ice hi [m] 1.2 
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the upward movement of the collector. Pieces at the edges of this plug start falling as soon as 315 

this plug comes out of the water. The plug formed at the end of the test is shown in Fig. 5.  316 

  

(a) Plug formed after collector is completely 

removed from the water and is hanging in 

the air 

(b) Ice blocks collected by the collector after 

the test 

Fig. 5. Photos of test  
 

Based on a video clip and the force-time plot shown in Fig. 3, approximately 20 seconds were 317 

needed to move the collector from the ice bottom to the water surface. 318 

4. Numerical model of pull-up test 319 

The pull-up test was simulated using SPH formulation and CSCM as material model for 320 

brash ice. LS-DYNA a general-purpose multi-physics explicit finite element analysis code 321 

was used. Moreover, a parametric study was conducted via massively parallel processing 322 

(MPP) where 8 (eight) separate CPUs were run in parallel. A finite dimensioned, 3D brash 323 

ice field was generated with specially written code in MATLAB 2018b. The SPH elements 324 

were created with solid centre method with 100% fill, which means a SPH element with 325 

100 % mass. The particle renormalization approximation theory and the default smoothing 326 

length were used for all simulations, see LS-DYNAa (2017). For a theoretical explanation of 327 

SPH implementation in LS-DYNA please refer to Tran (2018), Yreux (2018), Patil et al. 328 

(2015) and Xu and Wang (2014). A snapshot at t=0 of the numerical model in Z-X plane 329 

showing SPH particles, the collector and the pole, is given in Fig. 6. 330 
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 331 
Fig. 6. Numerical model at the start of the test. 332 

 333 

As the ice block size distribution were not measured in current test, the SPH particle 334 

size is chosen as representative of ice block size. The uniform particle spacing was used to 335 

discretise the geometry of the brash ice field. The buoyancy force on each particle was 336 

simulated by the mass-spring-dashpot model. The workings of mass-spring-dashpot model 337 

are described in section 4.1. The overall size of the numerical model was kept large enough to 338 

ensure that boundary conditions of numerical model of brash ice field did not affect the 339 

simulation results. Table 3 gives particle spacing and model size dimensions. Moreover, 340 

particles at the edge of the brash ice model were fixed in all directions and thereby restrained. 341 

The collector was modelled with shell elements of rigid material based on the assumption that 342 

the collector resists any deformation. The pole was discretized with eight beam elements in 343 

length direction. The top node of top beam element was pulled with constant velocity in the Z 344 

direction (V=0.052 m/s). It was fixed in the other two (i.e. X and Y) directions and all 345 

rotational degrees of freedom are constrained. These boundary conditions give same 346 

movement of the pole as was observed in field test. As suggested by Mellor (1980), if the 347 

thickness of brash ice (hi) is significantly greater than the average ice block size (t), lateral 348 

confinement of the layer must be assumed for cohesionless brash ice,. otherwise, ice blocks 349 

would spread out until the layer becomes one ice block thick. In the absence of externally 350 

applied forces or displacements, the internal stresses in the brash ice field are induced by 351 
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gravity, buoyancy and frictional forces, see Fig. 4. To give lateral confinement, all the SPH 352 

particles at the edge of numerical brash ice field are fixed in all direction. Table 3 gives the 353 

numerical model geometrical parameters. 354 

Table 3: Numerical model geometrical parameters 355 

Parameter 
Symbol 

[unit] 
Value 

Length of brash ice field in x, y direction Lx, Ly [m] 15 

Thickness of brash ice field z direction  

(i.e. undisturbed brash ice field thickness) 
Lz [m] 1.2 

SPH particle spacing in x, y and z direction  lx, ly, lz [m] 0.3 

 356 

Following assumptions were made in the numerical model of brash ice field: 357 

1. All material properties were considered constant throughout the brash ice field. 358 

2. The temperature of ice blocks in the brash ice field was considered constant.  359 

3. The pole and collector were considered being rigid bodies. 360 

4.1. Buoyancy and hydrodynamic forces 361 

In the present study buoyancy and drag forces are included in the numerical model using 362 

a discrete mass-spring-dashpot model. The buoyancy and drag on the brash ice field was 363 

simulated by using finite length beam elements. In this setup, each SPH particle was then 364 

connected to a discrete mass-spring-dashpot model, see Fig. 7 (a). Also, a simple drag model 365 

was added to the spring element equation (see eq. 3). The total force ,T iF  for the mass-spring-366 

dashpot system in global Z-direction is given as  367 

 
, , , (1 )T i b i d i i f x y zF F F V gl l l= + + −  (1)  

Where, ,b iF and ,d iF are the buoyancy and drag forces acting on each SPH particle, g is the 368 

acceleration of gravity, i  is density of ice and fV  is the void fraction. 369 
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 370 

Fig. 7. (a) Mass-spring-dashpot model for SPH Particle. (b) The force vs. displacement 371 
diagram for springs attached to SPH. 372 

 373 

The buoyancy force ,b iF  is function of the displacement ,Z iu , relative to the waterline as 374 

shown in Fig. 7 (b) and is expressed as:  375 

 
,
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 − +


  

= − − + − − −   − +  
 


− −  − −


 (2)        

Where W is density of the water. The drag force ,d iF  can be estimated by a basic viscous 376 

damping equation for an object moving with a vertical velocity ,z iu  through a liquid: 377 

 
2

, ,

1
(1 )

2
d i z i d W f x yF u C V l l= −  (3)  

Where Cd is the drag coefficient. In all simulations, the value of the drag coefficient Cd =1.05 378 

was used, i.e. assuming the shape of a cube moving through a fluid.  379 

A penalty-based, node-to-surface contact formulation is employed for simulating contact 380 

between SPH particles and the collector. In LS-DYNA, the frictional coefficient,   is 381 
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assumed to be dependent on the relative velocity relV  of the nodes and surfaces in contact and  382 

calculated as follows 383 

 ( )
( ) c relD V

D S D e   
−

= + −  (4)  

Where, s , D  and CD  are the static, dynamic and exponential decay coefficient of friction, 384 

respectively. To model the ice to collector friction, the values of 0.57, 0.06 and 0.02 were 385 

chosen for static, dynamic and decay coefficient, respectively.  386 

5. Estimation and scaling of material model parameters  387 

As mentioned earlier, the material model used for brash ice was a continuous surface cap 388 

model (CSCM). The CSCM was developed by Schwer and Murray (1994) and implemented 389 

by Schwer and Murray (2002). The CSCM was also used to simulate the behaviour of ice 390 

rubble in the keel part of a first year ridge in punch through test by Patil et al. (2015). The 391 

CSCM requires a relatively large number of input parameters. Based on test results from pull-392 

up tests, described herein, some of the necessary input data to simulation can be estimated. 393 

But the material model parameters required for input for the CSCM, cannot be obtained 394 

directly in the current test set up. Thus, assumptions were made regarding shear surface, cap 395 

surface and damage parameters. Later a parametric study was conducted to find the values of 396 

these parameters that gave the best fit to the test data.  397 

Like any other granular material, the void fraction has a significant effect on material 398 

properties of brash ice. The void fraction of brash ice affects buoyancy, compressibility and 399 

the contact area between the interacting structure and the ice blocks. In the pull-up test, void 400 

fraction also affects dry brash ice weight directly. As the void fraction of brash ice in the pull-401 

up test was not measured, an estimation is needed. One can estimate the void fraction of 402 

brash ice in the test by measuring the dry brash ice weight divided by the gross volume of the 403 

ice blocks of varying sizes. That estimate would not be accurate as many of blocks have 404 
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fallen off the collector thus decreasing the actual control volume. Bonath et al. (2019) have 405 

conducted similar tests, obtaining void fraction values ranging from 57% to 77%, which were 406 

high compared to other values reported in various literature. Thus, due to uncertainties in the 407 

estimation, parametric analyses were conducted to study the effect of the void fraction.  408 

The mechanical properties of brash ice depended on the properties of parent ice sheet. 409 

According to Fransson and Stehn (1993), most of porosity in low saline ice originates from 410 

trapped air and the strength of warm ice decreases proportionally with increase in porosity. 411 

Therefore, as a preliminary approach, properties of parent ice sheet were scaled by factor of 412 

( )1 fV− to obtain the properties of brash ice. A scaling formula was used to estimate the 413 

effective elastic modulus Ebr, which is based on the void fraction Vf, see eq. 5. 414 

 ( )1br ice fE E V= −  (5)  

Where Eice is elastic modulus of parent level ice. Then, following relationships were used to 415 

calculate the Bulk modulus Kbr and Shear modulus Gbr, see eq.6. 416 
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The brash ice behaviour was modelled using a continuous surface cap model (CSCM) 417 

which is proposed by Sandler et al. (1976). A detailed theoretical description and 418 

comprehensive calibration procedure of CSCM is given in Murray (2007) and Murray et al. 419 

(2007). The CSCM model combines the shear failure surface with cap hardening surface 420 

compaction smoothly and continuously by using a multiplicative formulation. The 421 

multiplicative formulation is used to combine the shear failure surface with the isotropic 422 

hardening compaction cap surface smoothly and continuously, thus avoiding any numerical 423 

instability associated. The general shape of the yield surface in meridional plane is shown in 424 

Fig. 8. 425 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 8. General shape of the CSCM model yield surface in meridional plane (from Murray et 426 
al. (2007)). (b) Single smooth cap failure function  (from Schwer and Murray (1994)) 427 

 428 

The failure surface of the smooth cap model is defined as 429 

 
11

1exp)( JJF
J

f  
+−=

−  (7)  

where 1J  is the first invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor and α, θ, λ, and β are model 430 

parameters used to match the triaxial compression. The isotropic hardening or cap surface of 431 

the model is based on a non-dimensional functional form, given below 432 
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(8)  

 433 

Where,   is a hardening parameter that controls the motion of the cap surface. ( )L  and 434 

( )X  define the geometry of the cap surface. The smooth cap model, shown in Fig. 8 (a), is 435 

formed by multiplying together the failure and hardening surface functions to form a 436 

smoothly varying function given by 437 
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(9)  

Where  2J   is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor. The CSCM parameters can 438 

be divided into three categories: yield surface parameters, cap parameters and damage 439 

parameters. To define the yield surface, triaxial material model parameters, α, θ, λ and β 440 

which can be estimated by fitting to triaxial experimental data. Due to absence of such 441 
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experimental data, the triaxial compression parameters such as α and θ were calculated based 442 

on relationship (see eq. 10) given by Schwer and Murray (1994) to Mohr- Coulomb surface.  443 
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Where c  is the cohesion and   is the angle of internal friction. As per the recommendation of 444 

Murray (2007), other yield surface parameters are defined based on tri-axial compression (λ, 445 

β), deviatoric state of torsion (α1 θ1, λ1 and β1) and tri-axial extension (α2, θ2, λ2 and β2). This 446 

ensures a smooth transition between the tensile and compressive pressure regions. the 447 

following values were used in all simulation, see eq. 11. 448 

 0, 0,

1 0.7373, 1 0, 1 0.17, 1 0,

2 0.66, 2 0, 2 0.16 2 0

  

    

  ,

 

   

   

= =

= = = =

= = = =

 (11)  

 449 
The cap moves to simulate plastic volume change. The cap expands (X(κ) and κ increase) to 450 

simulate plastic volume compaction and the cap contracts (X(κ) and κ decrease) to simulate 451 

plastic volume expansion, called dilation (see Fig. 8). The motion (expansion and 452 

contraction) of the cap is based on the cap hardening function, as given in eq. 12. 453 

 2
1 1 0 2 1 0( ) ( )

(1 )
D X X D X XP

v W e − − − −
= −  (12)  

Where 𝜀𝑣
𝑃 is the plastic volumetric strain, W is the maximum plastic volumetric strain, X0 is 454 

the initial intercept of the cap surface, R is cap aspect ratio and D1 and D2 are the linear and 455 

quadratic shape parameters respectively. The five input parameters (X0, W, D1, D2, and R) are 456 

needed to define the cap surface. Heinonen (2004) has used a hardening rule to calibrate the 457 

Drucker-Prager cap model based on a punch though test for first year ice rubble. As a 458 

preliminary approach, due to the similarities between first year ice rubble and brash ice, the 459 

cap hardening parameters in CSCM were chosen in such a way that a fit was obtained to the 460 

hardening function defined by Heinonen (2004). The comparison between the pressure-461 

volumetric strain curves of simulation B-1 (see Table 6) based on eq. 12 and to that of 462 

hardening function defined by Heinonen (2004), is given in Fig. 9.  463 
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 464 

Fig. 9. Comparison of hardening function 465 
 466 

The damage formulation is based on the work of Simo and Ju (1987) and Murray et 467 

al. (2007). Two main types of damage are included in CSCM; 1) Ductile damage that 468 

degrades stress when the mean stress is compressive, and 2) Brittle damage that degrades 469 

stress when the mean stress is tensile. The damage parameter is used to degrade the 470 

undamaged stress. The mesh size sensitivity is regulated by maintaining constant fracture 471 

energy regardless of the element size. This is done by including the element length, L (cube 472 

root of the element volume), a fracture energy type term ( )fG  and softening parameters. The 473 

detailed formulation can be found in Murray (2007). Three types of fracture energies and two 474 

softening parameters are needed as user input, see Table 7 for input values. The fracture 475 

energy ,

C

f brG  for the brash ice in uniaxial compression was scaled based on void fraction and 476 

calculated with eq. 13.  477 

  ( ), 1C C

f br f fG G V= −  (13)  
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Where, C

fG  is the fracture energy in uniaxial compression for parent level ice. Similarly, 478 

fracture toughness for brash ice ,

C

I brK , was also scaled based on the reference fracture 479 

toughness C

IK  by using a void fraction, see eq. 14. 480 

 ( ), 1C C

I br I fK K V= −  (14)  

The fracture energy in uniaxial tension 
,ft brG  and in pure shear 

,fs brG  stress state are treated as 481 

identical and calculated as follows, see eq. 15. 482 

 ( )2 2

,

, ,

1 ic br

ft br fs br

br

K
G G

E

−
= =  (15)  

Table 4 gives the parent ice sheet properties used in the material model parameter 483 

calculations.  484 

Table 4. Base value for material model input estimation 485 
Parameter Symbol [unit] Value 

Poisson’s ratio   [-] 0.3 

Density of ice ice  
2/kg m    900 

Elastic modulus of level ice iceE  MPa  4000 

Fracture toughness of reference level ice 
C

IK [ kPa m ] 100 

Fracture energy of reference level ice in compression 
C

fG  MPa mm−  2.0E-05 

 486 

The shear surface constant term in compression ( )  and the shear surface linear term in 487 

compression ( )  were calculated based on the relationship to cohesion ( )c  and internal 488 

fraction angle ( ) , as given by eq. 10. In all simulations only one parameter was varied while 489 

others are kept constant. Table 5 gives summery of simplified input to parametric study in 490 

terms of Mohr-Coulomb strength parameters i.e. cohesion ( )c  and angle of internal friction 491 

( ) . The CSCM parameters input is given in Table 6 and Table 7. Please note that all the 492 

values are in a consistent system of units required for LS-DYNA.  493 
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 494 

Table 5. Simplified input to the parametric study (add Sy 495 
 Simulation No. 

  

Variables 
A-1 A-2 A-3 B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5 C-1 D-1 

Void fraction, (Vf )[%] 70 70 70 60 60 60 60 60 50 36 

Cohesion ( )c [kPa] 0.2 0.05 1 0.2 0.05 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Angle of internal friction 

( )  [°] 
50 50 50 50 50 50 40 60 50 50 

 496 
Table 6: The shear surface parameters (α & ϴ) and cap surface parameters for all simulations 497 

Name of variable Symbol 

[unit] 

A-1, B-1, 

C-1, D-1 

A-2, 

B-2 

A-3, 

B-3 

B-4 B-5 

Shear surface constant 

term (compression) 
α [MPa] 2.0E-04 

1.0E-

04 

1.0E-

03 

2.0E-

04 

2.0E-

04 

Shear surface linear term 

(compression) 
θ [rad] 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.315 0.469 

Cap aspect ratio R [-] 8.957 8.957 8.957 17.205 8.957 

Cap initial location X0 [MPa] 0.002 
4.5E-

04 
0.009 0.004 0.004 

Maximum plastic volume 

compaction 
W [-] 0.093 0.093 0.093 0.093 0.093 

Linear shape parameter D1 [-] 86 386 23 43 386 

Quadratic shape parameter D2 [-] 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 

 498 

Table 7: The damage parameters for all simulations 499 

Name of variable Symbol [unit] 
A-1, A-2, 

A-3 

B-1, B-2, 

B-3, B-4, 

B-5 

C-1 D-1 

Ductile shape softening 

parameter 
B [-] 1 1 1 1 

Fracture energy in uniaxial 

Compression 

,fc brG  

 MPa mm−  
3.27E-03 4.51E-03 5.86E-03 8.00E-03 

Brittle shape softening 

parameter 
D [-] 1 1 1 1 

Fracture energy in uniaxial 

tension 

,ft brG  

 MPa mm−  
3.72E-04 5.13E-04 6.66E-04 9.10E-04 

Fracture energy in pure 

shear stress 

,ts brG  

 MPa mm−  
3.72E-04 5.13E-04 6.66E-04 9.10E-04 

 500 

 501 

 502 
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6. Analysis of Numerical Simulation Results 503 

The stage encompassing t=40 to 80 seconds of the test was selected for the simulations, 504 

since the lifting of ice mass started at about t=40 sec, see Fig. 3. The void fraction, cohesive 505 

strength and angle of internal friction were the variables in this parametric study. The values 506 

of these variables were selected with ad hoc approach (see Table 5). The influence of each 507 

variable on the simulated force-time graph in comparison with a measured force-time graph 508 

can be seen in Fig. 10 to Fig. 13. The influence of void fraction in brash ice on the 509 

simulations results is compared with the test results in Fig. 10.  510 

 511 
Fig. 10. Comparison of void fraction (Vf) (c=0.2kPa, φ=50°) 512 

 513 

The simulation A-1 with 70% void fraction has a peak force closer to measured peak force 514 

but gives lower residual force. The simulation B-1 which has 60% void fraction gives 515 

residual force close to that of the measured results. However, the peak force for this 516 

simulation is somewhat higher than that of measured. The other two simulations C-1 and D-1 517 

have much higher peak force and residual force values. The simulation D-1 registered the 518 

higher force of all, due to the high density of the lifted volume of brash ice. The influence of 519 
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friction angle ( ) and cohesion ( )c were compared for void fraction 60% in Fig. 11 and Fig. 520 

13 respectively. The variation in angle of internal friction did not give a significant change in 521 

peak force and residual force, see Fig. 11. This indicates that the major component of force 522 

was shear strength. But the difference can be seen between the initial part of numerical 523 

simulation curves, indicative of breakage of initial cohesion to form a plug.  524 

 525 
Fig. 11. Comparison of Friction angle (φ) (Vf=60%, c=0.2kPa) 526 

 527 

The cohesion values were altered to examine their influence with respect to the measured 528 

force time history, see Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. The simulation series “A” has 70 % void fraction 529 

and “B” has 60% void fraction. In simulations A-1, A-2 and A-3 cohesion values of 0.2kPa, 530 

0.05kPa and 1kPa were used respectively. 531 
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 532 

Fig. 12. Comparison of cohesion (c) (Vf =70%, φ=50) 533 
 534 

In simulation B-1, B-2 and B-3 cohesion values of 0.2kPa, 0.05kPa and 1kPa were 535 

used respectively. As the cohesion value increases, higher force was needed to lift the same 536 

amount of brash ice blocks. For all the simulations in series A, the predicted residual forces 537 

were lower than measured one. In Fig. 13, the simulation B-3 registered the highest force, 538 

which also has the highest cohesion in that series. Therefore, it again indicates that the force 539 

required to lift brash ice mass is proportional to cohesion.  540 
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 541 

Fig. 13. Comparison of cohesion (c) (Vf =60%, φ=50) 542 
 543 

The ice blocks movement, failure mode and plug formation in simulation showed 544 

similarities to that experimentally observed one. As the simulation progresses, particles are 545 

pushed into the cavity formed by the collector, then later the plug shape narrowed down. 546 

Finally, a constant force level was achieved as the collector was above the rest of brash ice 547 

layer. Neighbouring particles quickly filled the hole created by collector. This trend was 548 

observed in all simulation series with varying peak and residual forces.  549 
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 550 

Fig. 14. The peak force and residual force for test and each simulation.  551 
 552 

To compare the measured peak (Fpeak) and residual (Fres) force to simulated forces, a 553 

bar chart is plotted, see in Fig. 14. The test data was plotted at the left side of the chart, which 554 

can be compared to all simulation data. Based only on values of peak and residual force, 555 

numerical simulation B-1 and B-2 were the closest matches. All of the simulations have 556 

registered smaller peak forces, suggesting that there is an initial force required to start the 557 

movement of the collector. To shows the deformation of brash ice at different times during 558 

the simulation, snapshots are given in Fig. 15. After a 5 sec into simulation, a bulge was 559 

formed at the top surface of the SPH brash ice field, see Fig. 15 (a). Then the plug formation 560 

process started. First a wider plug was formed, see Fig. 15 (b), followed by a transformation 561 

into a conical shaped plug, see Fig. 15 (c). The final shape of plug was revealed at about 40 562 

sec, see Fig. 15 (d). The hole created by collector was filled by neighbouring particles. In this 563 

simulation few particles which were at the edge of the collector were fallen off during final 564 

plug shape formation i.e. interval between (c) and (d) 565 
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(a) t = 5 s. (b) t =15 s. 

  

(c)  t =25 s. (d) t = 40 s. 

Fig. 15.Screenshots of simulation of brash ice deformation. 566 

7. Discussion  567 

An attempt was made to test brash ice properties using a pull-up test. The test setup 568 

performed good enough. However, earlier unsuccessful attempts highlighted the weakness of 569 

test mechanism. Also, the issue of test repeatability and no. of test data points, suggests that 570 

this study requires more investigation. The ice block shape and size are limiting factors to the 571 

effectiveness of this test equipment. The brash ice field where ice block sizes are more than 1 572 

meter cannot be tested with this method. Factors such as the movement of ship and speed of 573 

pulling by crane may introduce some errors. Therefore, conducting the test under calm and 574 

stable conditions is essential for obtaining accurate results. The test results such as the force-575 
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time graph provide valuable input for the validation of a numerical model. Despite the 576 

drawbacks of the test methodology, the strength of brash ice was estimated from the force-577 

time graph, on-site observations, and the deformation pattern. The maximum recorded force 578 

depends on the breakage of the freeze bonds (if any), friction between the blocks, and weight 579 

of the ice blocks. Furthermore, at the beginning of the test, an area larger than the collector 580 

was moved. This indicates that ice blocks in brash ice field are interlocked causing an 581 

upward-expanding plug. Friction between, and rearrangement of, the ice blocks constitute the 582 

dominant processes during pulling of the collector. The test force vs. time plot (Fig. 3) shows 583 

that, after an initial peak force there was a subsequent peak force followed by an almost 584 

constant residual force. It was observed that two large blocks about 1 m diameter which were 585 

at the edge of the collector, fell off after first peak (~55sec). Due to uniform particle spacing, 586 

it is not possible to simulate that kind of rearrangement of blocks by this simulation method. 587 

This might result in higher residual forces than were observed experimentally.  588 

The SPH method was shown to be useful in simulating large displacement of ice blocks 589 

in the pull-up test. It has been shown that, the discrete mass-spring-dash pot model can be 590 

used to simulate buoyancy and drag. The strength of the brash ice field can be estimated 591 

based on the peak force and certain assumptions of the plug volume. The scaling formulae, 592 

based on void fraction, gave reasonable values for the elastic modulus, fracture toughness and 593 

fracture energy of a brash ice field. The yield surface parameters   and  , were estimated 594 

based on their relationship to the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. All other yield surface input 595 

parameters in CSCM were based on recommendations given in Murray et al. (2007). A 596 

parametric study was conducted to see the effect of void fraction, cohesion and internal 597 

friction angle. This parametric study shows that simulation B-1 which has 60% void fraction 598 

with a cohesion of 0.2kPa and angle of internal friction of 50°, give the overall best fit to the 599 

measured force time curve. Fig. 15 shows the deformation of brash ice blocks at different 600 
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times of the simulation B-1. Due to uneven movement of the pole in the X-Y plane, a non-601 

uniform plug was formed during the simulation which coincided with the test observations. 602 

The discrepancies between the simulated and measured force time series indicate the need 603 

for further fine tuning of the numerical and assumed material model parameters. It is worth 604 

mentioning that the physical background of the parameters (such as elastic modulus, fracture 605 

energy, etc.) should be further investigated in view of brash ice deformation. In current study, 606 

some of the parameters to define the shape of failure envelope were selected based on 607 

recommended values. However, the numerical model was able to capture different 608 

deformation patterns such as a plug that was wider than the collector and filling of a hole 609 

quickly with neighbouring particles. The simulation of the brash ice failure process 610 

corresponded realistically to the full-scale field observations. The numerical results obtained 611 

were able to capture the general trend of brash ice behaviour in the test. This study can be 612 

basis to future investigation of brash ice deformation and development of numerical model.  613 

8. Summary and conclusions 614 

In this paper, the results of a novel test for brash ice field were presented. The results 615 

were interpreted and used to estimate brash ice field properties. The same test was 616 

numerically simulated using SPH method and CSCM as material model for brash ice. The 617 

test equipment functioned generally good enough, but some weaknesses and limitations of 618 

the test equipment were identified. However, efforts were devoted to understanding the 619 

physics behind the deformation behaviour of the brash ice field. The presented SPH model 620 

gives the opportunity to study the brash ice structure interaction in realistic boundary 621 

condition. Modelling brash ice with CSCM presents both opportunities and challenges. 622 

Finding suitable input parameters for CSCM can be a time-consuming task. The presented 623 

model of the brash ice field, with some modifications, can be used to simulate the ship brash 624 
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ice interaction. Based on results of the test and numerical simulations, the following 625 

conclusions are drawn: 626 

1. The collector arm folding mechanism was found be crucial for workings of the test setup.  627 

2. Future testing must include on site measurement of void ratio and ice blocks size 628 

distribution. 629 

3. The presented test method can be employed in laboratories, where environmental 630 

parameters such as pulling speed and stable platform can be more closely controlled. 631 

4. The CSCM has the capability of capturing different failure modes of the brash ice such as 632 

compaction and dilation under loading but further experimental investigation is needed on 633 

material model parameters. The procedure to calibrate CSCM particles require extensive 634 

sets of experimental data such as tri-axial compression, tension and shear strength and 635 

fracture toughness tests. The absence of such experimental data requires to rely on 636 

assumptions. 637 

5. The scaling formula used to estimate brash ice field properties, is based on linear scaling 638 

factor of ( )1 fV− . The depth-dependent brash ice field properties cannot be scaled with 639 

this formula. Therefore, more investigation is needed to find appropriate scaling formula. 640 

6. The presented SPH model, with the discrete mass-spring-dashpot model to simulate 641 

buoyancy and drag, has potential to simulate ship-brash ice interaction. Thus, this 642 

representation of the brash ice field can be further developed to estimate the resistance to 643 

shipping in brash ice fields. 644 

7. With moderate success, the numerical simulations have captured the behaviour of brash 645 

ice in brash ice field.  646 
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